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9 Jun 2010 . First batch of stereoscopically enhanced titles includes Wipeout HD, Super Stardust HD, PAIN, and MotorStorm
Pacific Rift demo; first 3D Move game . Sony's interest in stereoscopic 3D gaming on the PlayStation 3 was first . (or if) the
full retail version of the game will receive a stereoscopic 3D overhaul.. 1 Jul 2011 . Note: Select titles appear here, for a full list
of all 3D Blu-rays, refer to Blu-ray.com/3D. . PS3. Wipeout HD runs at a fast framerate while in 1080P also. . I would like a
GOOD demo of Sony's 3DTV running Uncharted 3, with a.. 9 Jun 2018 . Sony's three 3D capable BRAVIA LCD HD TV
models; the XBR-LX900, . titles for PlayStation3 (PS3) with the purchase of a Sony 3D TV; Blu-ray 3D . Sony's 3D glasses,
using active shutter technology to deliver full High . level 3D demo PS3 free game experiences will be exclusively available to..
4 Dec 2009 - 4 min - Uploaded by mikerose793D Demo - Playstation 3 (PS3) - James Cameron's 'AVATAR: The Game' Stereoscopic .. 15 Apr 2010 . Free 3D stereoscopic game titles for PS3 available with all Sony 3D TVs . Bringing full HD 3D
Blu-ray disc playback, a 3D firmware update will be released in time for the launch . MotorStorm Pacific Rift: single level 3D
demo.. 9 Jan 2013 . This is the most comprehensive list of stereoscopic 3D PlayStation 3 . Release dates and availability of
games and demo's vary between regions. . PlayMemories ex, d-imaging.sony.co.jp, September 29, 2010, PSN only, free. . Ondemand video streaming for movies and TV in SD, 1080p HD and.. 17 Jun 2010 . Sony have simply implemented support for
those modes in the firmware and the PS3's . So the PS3 can output 1080p and 720p 3D video. . plenty of use in titles like
WipEout HD, which drops its horizontal resolution from 1920 to as low as . PS3 3D InfoGraphic 20% Of KZ3 Demo
Downloads Were 3D.. 17 Oct 2010 - 45 sec - Uploaded by tru3D01Visit for more information. 3D Movie Trailer in
Stereoscopic 3D 1080p TRU3D .. 11 Jun 2010 . How to enable 3D on your PlayStation 3. Turn on your PlayStation 3 and go
into Settings -> System Update. Go into Settings -> Display Settings -> Video Output Settings. PS3 now tell you that your TV
supports 1080p. There's a 3D pack in the PlayStation Store now that you can buy. Install the 3D games and open one of .. 11
Nov 2011 . Review: The Sony PlayStation 3D offers great picture quality and . To be sure, it is an LED edge-lit, 24-inch,
1080p, 240Hz, 3D display . To test the performance of the Sony Playstation 3D display, we connected a Sony Playstation 3. . of
info was conspicuously missing from the demo unit we received.. 3D Glasses, 3D Transmitter, and four 3D Game Downloands
and Demo Disc. . SONY 3D GAMING PACKAGE -40inch Freeview-HD LED TV Playstation 3 3D . on the Sony
KDL-40HX803 (KDL40HX803U) Full 1080p HD ready LCD TV with.. 26 Jul 2010 . I have finally played PlayStation 3 games
in 3D. . Imagine a floor the size of a fast food restaurant full of PSPs, PS3s, people carrying . At E3 last month I walked past a
PS3 that was set up to play Super Stardust HD in 3D. . It was in a corner of last week's Sony event, unattended by Sony
professionals.. 16 Jul 2010 . Sony's official guidelines for 3D gaming on PS3 limit the displayed . at 1080p resolution, like
Super Stardust HD, are downscaled in 3D . Sony's Simon Benson explained during a demo of the technology at the conference..
Sony Interactive Entertainment. Demo. 2574 Ratings . Download the demo today! . Full HD 3D television with compatible 3D
active glasses and high-speed.. The initial versions for PlayStation 3 and Vita were announced at the Sony . Demo 3D[SBS] (HD
: 1080P) - Duration: Excellent Sony Bravia Asahiyama Zoo.. 9 Jan 2009 - 1 min - Uploaded by jeefrey12New sony 3D
awesome! Game. Duke Nukem 3D; 1996; Explore in YouTube Gaming .. 2 Jun 2010 . The first 3D games for Sony's
PlayStation 3 games console will arrive in . Wipeout HD, Pain and Super Stardust HD will be the first games to . Some gamers
outside Japan who have been desperate to get their hands on the 3D demo . for its 3D content in Europe, but is expected to
unveil full details at E3,.. 15 Apr 2010 . Sony is throwing a host of extras at those who invest in its launch range of 3D TVs this
June, including four free 3D PS3 games. . a single level demo of MotorStorm Pacific Rift, Super Stardust HD and three '3D .
As for the TV itself, the 200Hz set is capable of displaying full 1080p 3D and includes three.. Sony has announced launch
details for PlayStation 3's early stereoscopic 3D . and WipEout HD get the full treatment, while a single-level demo of
MotorStorm:.. 9 Jan 2009 . Jess and Fran discuss Sony's 3D CES demo. The WipEout HD clip was only a few seconds long but
nonetheless impressive. At least, it was to. d6088ac445
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